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CBFVA Identity
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Virginia is a Christian network of
churches and individuals motivated by Jesus Christ; inspired by our unique
Baptist heritage; invested in forming healthy congregations; committed
to mission engagement at home and abroad; and sustained by
partnership and collaboration.
CBFVA’s vision is expressed in these four priorities:
o

o

o

o

Connect - CBFVA is a network of congregations and individuals. Connections
are essential to building our Fellowship. We bring like-minded Baptists
together, link people in our network to helpful resources, introduce folks
in Virginia to the broader CBF family, and encourage experiences that build
relationship and beloved community.

Form - CBFVA is committed to shaping and forming faith in Jesus Christ for
the sake of the world. We believe congregational health and vitality are tied
to intentional efforts to help people embody the values and convictions of
Jesus. We create experiences that awaken consciousness about best practices for cultivating vital faith expressed in love, grace, compassion, and mercy.

Engage - CBFVA is committed to cultivating holistic mission efforts in
Virginia and around the globe. Our passion is to serve “the least of these,”
transform lives and communities, and influence how we view others and the
world.

Renew - Like CBF Global, CBFVA is committed to “partnering to renew God’s
world.” Our broken world needs repair and renewal. We join hands with
other like-minded people of faith to bring healing and wholeness through
peace, justice, and advocacy efforts.

The purpose of this visual year in review is to convey some of the ways
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Virginia lived into these values and priorities
in 2017-2018.

CBFVA Year-in-Review
“From [Christ] the whole
body, joined and held
together by every supporting
ligament, grows and builds
itself up in love, as each
part does its work.”
–Ephesians 4:15-16

To be honest, I’m never sure how to answer the question because there are so many
aspects to our work—connections and relationships with church/individuals,
plans for events, progress on new initiatives, ongoing work of the Council, CBFVA’s
financial condition, etc. This digital year-in-review is CBFVA’s attempt to tell and
show our friends and partners about CBFVA life and ministry. Since “a picture is
worth a thousand words,” we have chosen to display a sampling of photos to tell
the story of CBFVA for 2017-2018.

My honest answer to how CBF Virginia is doing is this: We are….
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

focusing on Jesus as the lens through which we read and interpret scripture
walking alongside congregations through resourcing
shaping and forming faith in students through key events
helping congregations engage in meaningful mission experiences
assisting congregations with reference and referral services
reminding our constituents about important historical Baptist
understandings
encouraging and influencing theological reflection
engaging in meaningful partnerships for collaborative kingdom ministry
providing fellowship opportunities for CBF Baptists

The truth is one cannot fully measure the impact of CBFVA’s ministries! Our most
important influence is felt when listening to stories of lives that are touched and
changed. We celebrate all the ways God used CBF ministries this past year, and will
do our best to highlight inspiring stories. In the meantime, enjoy this visual summary of how CBFVA has made a difference and give thanks for all the ways CBFVA
helped form beloved community this past year!

–Terry Maples
Field Coordinator

2017-2018

I’m often asked the question, “How are things going with CBF Virginia?”

MISSION MADNESS took place during the months
of March and April. During our two Madness

weekends our students invested over 2,500 hours

by Mark Snipes,
CBFVA Associate Coordinator

of community service as we sought to embody

Beloved Community. These community hours were
spent cleaning homes, doing yard work, assisting

2018 HAS BEEN A

non-profits, planting urban gardens, organizing food

FANTASTIC YEAR FOR CBFVA’S

pantries and so much more. More importantly, these

STUDENT RETREATS. In all, our
organization offered four retreats that brought
together 42 churches and over 600 participants.
In the spring, we explored what it means to be

MISSION
MADNESS

service hours were spent building relationships with
each other and those we sought to serve.

“Beloved Community” as churches gathered for
Mission Madness in Waynesboro and Richmond. In
the fall, our students explored how to deal with the
inevitability of “Change” whether it happens
in their churches, their homes, their
relationship to God or in what they
feel called to do.

One beautiful snapshot happened during the weekend at
Central Baptist. During that weekend, Central organized

a worksite where sixty students and adults descended on
one community to work for the day. While they worked,
community members came out to join the effort and

even provided our group with a hot dog lunch! Beloved
Community happens in the midst of reciprocal

relationships. Thanks to the hard work of Central Baptist,
our students got to experience this first hand.

DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER, WE INVITED STUDENTS TO COME
TO THE MOUNTAINS TO REFLECT ON “SEASONS OF CHANGE.” During our first weekend,

Eagle Erie provided the perfect backdrop to our theme. As the leaves were changing, we were
reminded that change always comes. Yet, though death and cold were coming, we were
reminded that the warmth of new life was only months away. During our worship

sessions we were introduced to spiritual practices like Lectio Divina and Centering
Prayer that could help guide us during seasons of change. We were also reminded
that God is in the midst of change.

YOUTH RETREAT
CALL WEEKEND
IN NOVEMBER, A GROUP OF HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS GATHERED AT CAMP CROSSROADS TO
CONSIDER THEIR CALL. In a busy world, CBFVA’s firm
conviction is we should provide space for students to

retreat and consider God’s calling in their lives. During

this weekend our students spent a lot of time in small group
conversations and in silent reflection.

CBFVA WANTS
YOU TO KNOW that these

events are a direct product of intense

collaboration. For each event, multiple

youth ministers invested in the planning and

crafting of the experience and helped provide
leadership on the weekend of the event.

Moreover, CBFVA had twelve college students
come and intern at these events, providing
leadership and being role models for
those who come behind them.
by Mark Snipes,
CBFVA Associate Coordinator

CBFVA
MISSIONS COUNCIL

MISSION BOX
In 2018, CBFVA churches collected over 220 mission

This year, CBFVA created a new Missions Council to help create a new missions

boxes to help the Anna Julia Cooper Episcopal

philosophy for CBFVA and to find ways to weave this philosophy into all of our ministry

School. We value partners that reflect our mission

events. Through weeks of conversation and discernment, this council established three
primary goals:
• CBFVA should consider helping churches redefine success is in Mission.

• CBFVA must encourage churches to maintain the dignity of those served on Mission.

• Mission must be transformational for both the community served and for those serving.

These three statements have become the yardstick by which CBFVA measures successful mission
initiatives. From Mission Madness to Mission Box, our council has looked for ways to both infuse
and teach this philosophy in and through our work.

philosophy and the Anna Julia Cooper Episcopal School
does just that. We are thankful for partners doing good
work here in Virginia and we are grateful to be a small
part in helping these partners achieves their goals.
To the right is a letter from the dean of the school

describing how our Mission Boxes were able to help
AJCES achieve its mission this year.

CHURCH-SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT KITS

CBFVA believes deeply
that engaging in local
missions is key for defining
congregational faithfulness.

For the past several years CBFVA has asked you to “fill boxes” with specific supplies to meet
needs of ministry partners. This year, however, CBFVA is launching a new kind of “Mission

Box.” Instead of filling a box, we invite congregations to engage in a four-week adventure. Your

congregation will take the next step in connecting more closely with your community, specifically
In the pages that follow you will see pictures and hear stories
from people on how we are living into this philosophy. Our hope is that you
catch a glimpse of what we are trying to do and join us.

by partnering with your local schools. This four-week “Mission Box” walks your congregation

through an in-depth Bible Study, success stories from Virginia Churches to spark your imagination
and a “road map” to get your church started. If you are interested in downloading this free
resource, you can visit our website at cbfva.org.

CBF FIELD PERSONNEL
CBFVA values partnership. This year, CBFVA was able to give $4,500 to our partner field
personnel serving in Virginia and in Haiti. These personnel are living out their mission of

“Bearing Witness of Jesus Christ.” These Field Personnel receive support from the Offering from
Global Missions to maintain presence in their area of service. Our dollars, then, go directly to
supporting the work.

MISSION EXCHANGE
Mission Exchange is an initiative through which CBFVA
sends a church to the mission field. Our goal in doing this

is to help a congregation have an amazing experience without
having to take care for the logistics of the trip. A by-product is
we are given the opportunity to help teach missioners about
our three guiding statements. In 2018, CBFVA helped nine

Josh & Jessica Hearne
Grace & Main
Danville, VA

churches go on mission to four different countries.

IN THE PAGES THAT FOLLOW YOU WILL HEAR STORIES
FROM INDIVIDUALS THAT WENT ON MISSION WITH CBFVA.
Jenny Jenkins
Medical Missions
Haiti

Strasbourg
Greg & Sue Smith
LUCHA Ministries
Fredericksburg, VA

Second Baptist, Richmond

Haiti
Swift Creek Presbyterian

MISSION EXCHANGE

Strasbourg

Second Baptist, Richmond

Here is a story about how your donations
have helped CBFVA resources churches on Mission:

The Whitleys shared how these ministries were started, and students from Second

Baptist took charge in leading the daily tasks required of them. Students played soccer
on the beach and lead Bible studies for kids by an apartment complex for AQ. Teenage
Christians gathered for games, fun, worship, and devotional lessons in Discipleship

Challenge. Students from Second Baptist led the devotional conversations and learned
what life as a Christian is like for young people around the world. Tiffne Whitley

shared about her ministry in Ladies in Waiting to young girls brought to Strasbourg
through human trafficking. Our group prayed together for God to be with the

young ladies that are enslaved, we prayed for God to work through the police

officers and government officials that can stop this injustice, and we prayed for
When I accepted the call as Minister of Students to Second Baptist Church in Richmond

the men involved in this horrific industry to have their hearts broken and to

in January of 2018, I knew a few things about the church, but I didn’t know everything. The

seek the way of Jesus.

student summer mission experience is rotated every three years, and 2018 was expected to be an

international trip. So I asked the group, “Where are we going this summer?” They looked back and
me and said, “Well, we were kind of hoping that you had some ideas about that…”

Planning an international mission trip in seven months is not something I would recommend.

It takes a lot of detailed planning, and I knew I needed some advice and some assistance. My first
call was to Mark Snipes at CBF Virginia. He shared about good friends and CBF field personnel in
Strasbourg, France, that had received youth teams in previous years. The next week, Mark and I
were skyping with Joel and Tiffne Whitley and planning out our trip details.

In July, 23 students and chaperones traversed from Richmond, Virginia by church bus, airplane,

escalator, elevator, another plane, train, and bus to Strasbourg, France. Joel, Tiffne, and their 3 kids
hosted our group, and quickly we were molded together as one group. We assisted the Whitleys in
three areas of ministry: Action Quartier (AQ), Discipleship Challenge, and Ladies in Waiting.

This Mission Immersion Experience started in January, and our student ministry

has been involved in planning, implementing, and debriefing for nearly a year. Our

partnership with CBF Virginia in this trip added a wonderful network of support and
opportunities to continue to process and share our experience. CBF Virginia helped
our students know that our Missions Immersion Experience is a life-changing trip

and not just a 10 day holiday. Our goal through mission exchange was to be forever

changed by God’s mission for the world. For God opened up our eyes to new areas of
partnership and inspired us to collaborate to achieve God’s dream of redemption for
all the earth.

–Ben Brown, Minister to Students , Second Baptist Church, Richmond, VA

MISSION EXCHANGE

Strasbourg

Second Baptist, Richmond

Here is yet another story about how your donations
have helped CBFVA resources churches on Mission:

People walk a lot in Strasbourg.
As we walked the seemingly never-ending roads of Strasbourg, one could tell the atmosphere

was made of something different. In a way Strasbourg made everyone feel at peace.

And when that peace struck, your mind would start to wander. I wondered about God and my

faith. To be truthful I wasn’t quite sure where my faith lay prior to the trip. I felt as if I was in a sea
of uncertainty, trying to navigate the waters. It helped to know that I wasn’t alone in this.

Twenty-three of us walked in Strasbourg from Second Baptist Church in Richmond. We were a

group of 17 students and six adult chaperones including our Youth Minister and Mark Snipes from
CBFVA. We partnered with CBF Field Personnel, Joel and Tiffne Whitley and their three kids.

We assisted in three parts of the Whitley’s ministry: Action Quartier, Discipleship Challenge, and

Ladies in Waiting. Action Quartier is the children’s ministry of the local French speaking Baptist

church. Our students played soccer, led games, and shared devotions with local children. ‘Unique’

is the international youth group and dream of the Whitleys. Our group helped to lead
a Discipleship Challenge for the teenagers in Strasbourg. This Discipleship Challenge
was a three-night event of fellowship, games, worship, and devotions. Ladies in

Waiting is the anti-human trafficking ministry of Joel and Tiffne. We learned about

the dignity stolen from people in human trafficking situations, and we learned
that we can partner with God to end this modern slavery.

In our Discipleship Challenge and our training for Ladies in Waiting, we were

reintroduced to the power of prayer. The message given resonated that, ‘prayer is

undoubtedly another source of action.’ After hearing this, later that night I placed my
hands together and began praying for God to open my eyes and ease my mind. For I

wanted to embrace everything that was happening around me during that time, and
for the future.

During our Mission Immersion Experience, I shared a personal story of a low point of

my faith. I expected my peers to judge the story; but instead, I experienced agape love all
around me. Their support and love helped me realized how much I’ve grown spiritually
and mentally. I was learning the true essence of faith, and the works behind it.

Through our Mission Exchange in Strasbourg, France, I learned that everyone

processes faith in a different way, but faith needs community and support to be
strengthened. Missions helped open my eyes to ‘be on the lookout for God.’
–Paula Becke, student, Second Baptist Church, Richmond, VA

MISSION EXCHANGE
Haiti

Swift Creek Presbyterian

Swift Creek Presbyterian Church started its relationship with CBFVA back in 2016. Our

church was looking to begin annual international mission trips to supplement its local missions
activity. Although we had taken some trips in the past to places like Romania and Ireland, we

are a relatively small church at approximately 300 members and lacked the critical mass to keep
momentum around international trips. We also received feedback that both the time difference

and cost of traveling to the European continent was a deterrent to potential attendees. So, we were

all three. The trips have been everything we imagined. We have run three

vacation Bible schools, raised money to completely rebuild two homes (which
we contributed a portion of the labor), delivered meals to vulnerable widows,
supported health clinics, and helped to keep Jenny’s compound in good shape.
Jenny has been incredibly supportive of our teams and has even visited our church on
multiple occasions when she has been back in the States.

As is usually the case with international mission trips, our team members received

great personal rewards from these visits to Jenny. We will be heading back to Grand

Goave on March 2, 2019 for our fourth trip and hope to continue the trips annually for
many years to come.

–Greg Herceg, Member, Swift Creek Presbyterian, Midlothian, VA

very intentional in developing criteria that would allow for a rhythm of international trips.

We picked Haiti as our destination first and foremost due to the extreme poverty in the area.

Additionally, Haiti is in the same time zone and a relatively easy flight from Richmond. What we
now needed was a “plug and play” trip where we did not have to do significant planning given

our lack of resources. Naturally, we turned to the Presbyterian Mission Agency to help us to plug
in to one of their missionaries. However, it turned out that Haiti was not a country where it had

missionaries in place set up to host groups. So, after getting a “tip” from one of our staff members
who had previously attended a Baptist church prior to joining our staff, we were introduced to

Mark Snipes. Mark quickly pointed us to Jenny Jenkins down in Grand Goave, and we knew we had
found the perfect trip!

We sent a team of 13 people in 2016 followed by teams of 10 and 11 in 2017 and 2018,

respectively. We had several returning members on those trips and one person who attended

Over this past year, CBFVA has partnered with BGAV, WMU
Virginia, and Bluefield College to assess ministry needs

TOGETHER
FOR
HOPE

and explore the possibility of birthing a new ministry in
Southwest Virginia. We brought Jason Coker, who guides

Together for Hope for CBF, to assist with asset mapping and

strategic conversations. We celebrate the fact that we have helped
bring the right people together to address tangible needs in

the region. This effort now has a name Bridge of Hope Bluefield.
We will soon have a list of “tangible ways to engage” very soon.

We already know churches in Virginia that are excited to invest

human resources in this collaborative effort. Stay tuned for details.

CBFVA is committed
to resourcing congregations
in myriad ways. A major goal for
the staff is linking congregations with
needed resources. We exist to enrich
the ministries of affiliate
congregations.

CBFVA created a new Formation Council in 2018.
The purpose of this Council is to shape CBFVA’s
understanding and practice regarding spiritual

formation and supports efforts of congregations

in Virginia as they nurture vibrant faith. The team
is guided by CBF’s definition of spiritual forma-

CBFVA
FORMATION
COUNCIL

tion: “Spiritual formation is the process of being formed in the image of Christ by the gracious

working of God’s Spirit in community for the transformation of the world.” Here are the tasks

CBFVA enlisted faculty members from Baptist
Theological Seminary to write thematic Bible
studies for 2017-2018. Congregations used these
six studies in a variety of ways to lift up the
necessity of individuals and congregations

embodying and forming beloved community!

BELOVED
COMMUNITY
BIBLE STUDIES

assigned to this Council:

• Develop an informing philosophy of faith formation for CBFVA: theology
(our understanding of God), ecclesiology (our understanding of the Church),
and pedagogy (our understanding of how people learn).

• Provide equipping experiences that flesh out CBFVA’s understanding of formation.

• Discover and discern formation needs within congregations across the state of Virginia.

• Plan events and learning experiences to address formation needs within congregations.
• Vet faith formation resources for use by Virginia congregations.

• Discover and share “best practices” for nurturing active faith. Share stories of
congregations using creative approaches to shape and form faith.

The 2018 CBFVA General Assembly took place on
September 18 at Broadus Memorial Baptist Church

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

in Charlottesville. This annual gathering focused on how
congregations are responding to shifts occurring in our
world today. Mark Tidsworth was our keynote speaker.

Worship featured a lament led by Charlottesville clergy
and proclamation by Harry Rowland.

SERIES
OF BLOG
ARTICLES
An important new initiative
of the CBFVA staff was
launching a Blog during this
past year. Terry Maples and

Mark Snipes write many articles
to call attention to our values

and priorities. In addition, we

enlisted other Fellowship leaders
in Virginia to contribute to
the CBFVA Blog.

CBFVA was delighted to sponsor the second annual
Pastor’s School on January 18, 2018. Marjorie

Thompson, gifted author and practitioner, was our keynote. The title of her presentation was “The Dance of

Personal and Communal Spiritual Practice.” Following lunch, breakout sessions were
led by Marjorie Thompson,

PASTORS’
SCHOOL 2018

Suzanne Vinson,

and Ridgeway
Addison.

HOLY LAND
PILGRIMAGE
CBFVA sponsored a Holy Land
Pilgrimage in 2018. Mark
Snipes planned and led this
faith-forming and life-changing
experience. Here is an impact
story from this pilgrimage:

STONES OF
REMEMBRANCE
“. . . SO THESE STONES
SHALL BE TO THE
PEOPLE OF ISRAEL A
MEMORIAL FOREVER.”
–Joshua 4:7

It’s that time again, when we look back on 2018 and
evaluate what we’ve accomplished, what we’ve come
through, and what was most meaningful and/or challenging in our lives.
In the spring my husband and I went to the Holy Land
with Educational Opportunities (travel agency), and a
small group of pilgrims with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of Virginia. I wouldn’t call it a vacation as much
as a pilgrimage. Vacations are fun, but pilgrimages are
life-changing.
Starting at the north end of Israel we made our way
through towns made known to us in our sacred stories.
Those tales came alive as our “faith became sight,” and
we were able to refine the pictures in our hearts, minds,
and souls.
As William Parker wrote, “Tell me the stories of Jesus…” We saw the town where Christ was born, where

he grew up, where he called the fishermen
to become fisher’s of men, where he walked,
taught, healed, and was baptized. And finally,
where he was crucified, buried, and raised.
Of course, I brought souvenirs home…jewelry, t-shirts, olive wood carvings, the usual stuff.
But what I hold most sacred is a bowl containing four rocks.
One rock is from the ancient fortress of
Masada, where the Jewish people committed
mass suicide rather than succumb to being
taken captive by the Romans. Another is from
outside of the Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem.
There are no words sufficient enough or sacred enough for that place. The third rock was
from Christ’s Via Dolorosa, “The Way of Sorrow,” the path that Jesus took as he carried his

cross to Golgotha. And the final stone was from
that place…Golgotha…”The Place of the Skull,”
where Jesus was crucified.
I brought home the stones of remembrance,
like the Israelites who took the 12 stones from
the Jordan River as they passed through to the
other side - because God went before them.
These are my sacred stones stones of remembrance of what
God has done for me, for us,
through Jesus Christ. What sacred
stones have you collected from
your journey this year?
–Kim Chafee, member
Kings Grant
Baptist Church

CBFVA is pleased to partner with
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship to

The CBFVA staff is actively involved in

enable congregations to participate

assisting clergy seeking placement and

in Student.Church—giving college
students valuable hands-on ministry
experience and enabling congregations
to become “teaching churches.”

STUDENT.CHURCH
During the summer of 2018, the
following churches partnered with us
through Student.Church:
• Franklin Baptist Church - Franklin

• Fredericksburg Baptist Church - Fredericksburg
• Second Baptist Church - Richmond

• Tabernacle Baptist Church - Richmond
• First Baptist Church - Waynesboro

MISSION
GRANTS

CBFVA believes individuals
and congregations are
called to be God’s presence
in the world. We are

passionate about encouraging and supporting intentional
efforts of congregations to become more mission-shaped,
so we provided funds this past year for mission grants to
assist CBFVA-affiliated congregations in their efforts to
participate in God’s mission in the world. These grants
provided seed money to support purposeful mission
engagement in the world.

CBFVA awarded five $1,000
congregational mission grants
in 2017-2018:
Centerville Baptist Church
in Chesapeake
Chamberlayne Baptist Church
in Richmond
Farmville Baptist Church
in Farmville
First Baptist Church
in Ashland
Orange Baptist Church
in Orange

REFERENCE
& REFERRAL/
RESOURCING 			
TRANSITION
				 TEAMS

helping congregations seeking staff
ministers. That very important work increased
greatly in the past year. CBFVA’s staff partnered
with CBF’s Reference & Referral to assist

congregations in transition and to resource
during the leadership discernment phase.

The CBFVA staff was privileged to receive many
invitations to preach or provide leadership this past year.

Field Coordinator:
• Preached in 14 churches
(several more than once)
• Visited 35 churches

• 57 visits/meetings with clergy

• Led three Illumination Project sessions
in churches

• Served as missions speaker for one church

• Participated in numerous nodal events for
congregations: pastor installation services,
anniversary celebrations, retirement
celebrations, etc.

STAFF
PREACHING/
LEADING

Associate Coordinator:
• Preached in 19 churches
• Visited 29 churches

• Led 10 congregational events on Wednesday
nights (missions speaker)
• Led a retreat for a congregation

• Accompanied congregational leaders on
mission projects

• Met frequently with student leaders to plan events

ILLUMINATION
RESOURCING/
COACHING CLERGY PROJECT
Clergy need support and encouragement, and
sometimes they simply need a listening ear.
The CBFVA staff members traveled across the
state this past year—making themselves

available for coaching, consulting, or listening.

During visits or phone calls, the staff made clergy
aware of resources to meet contextual needs.

After the report from the Illumination
Project Committee was released and a
new hiring policy for CBF was adopted,
the CBFVA staff spent much time working

with individuals and congregations across
Virginia—coaching clergy over the phone,
making presentations in congregations,
working with lay people to help them

understand CBF’s action, working with

church missions tasked with addressing
the issue, helping congregations know
how to give direct, etc.

PARTNERSHIP
WITH CBF GLOBAL

CBFVA worked hard to keep folks across Virginia aware of what is happening through CBF
Global. We promoted major events like the General Assembly, we made folks aware of advocacy

efforts and disaster response, we collaborated around college student ministries, we promoted the
Offering for Global Missions, etc. CBFVA gave directly to support CBF’s travel fund (help leaders
attend Global meetings) and Disaster Response.

CBFVA/BTSR Luncheon During BGAV

										 (Hampton)

Pastors’ School at BTSR
CBF Day at BTSR
CBFVA offices
are housed at Baptist

Beloved Community Bible Studies

Theological Seminary at
Richmond. Being on campus has given
opportunity to collaborate on projects and
build relationships with students. Here
are some of the ways we worked
together this year:

Mary Jo Daily as BTSR Intern
Field Coordinator
		 Preached in Chapel

CBFVA/BTSR
LUNCHEON DURING BGAV (HAMPTON)
Once again this past year CBFVA partnered with BTSR to provide a luncheon in

BELOVED
COMMUNITY
BIBLE STUDIES

conjunction with the BGAV annual meeting. We gathered at Hampton Baptist Church and

Community. Our thanks to Mark Biddle,

Tracy Hartman, Beth Newman, Greg Smith,

Scott Spencer, and Art Wright for unpacking
what it means to nurture communities of

Mary Jo Daily served as a paid intern with CBFVA

CBFVA sponsored the Pastors’ School at BTSR.
This annual clergy equipping experience featured
Marjorie Thompson.

Bible studies around our theme: Beloved

love and affection.

focused on the work of Together for Hope (CBF’s rural poverty efforts). Panelists included Jason
Coker, Jenny Hodge, and Stephanie Vance.

CBFVA invited BTSR professors to write six

PASTORS’
SCHOOL AT
BTSR

during 2017-2018. This internship was part

of her course responsibilities. Mary Jo worked on a
number of projects, and she created a resource for
congregations: Being the Church: Facing Divisive
Issues Without Dividing the Body of Christ.

MARY JO
DAILY AS
BTSR INTERN

On April 3, leaders from CBF Global came to

CBF DAY
AT BTSR

Richmond for CBF Day at BTSR. Andy Hale,

Wanda Kidd, and Devita Parnell represented CBF

Global. Andy Hale, church starting for CBF, was the
proclaimer during worship. This was an excellent

opportunity for BTSR students to learn about CBF
missions and ministry.

FIELD COORDINATOR
				 PREACHED IN CHAPEL
On November 28, 2017, Terry Maples was asked
to preach during chapel at BTSR. The text for the
day was Luke 5:1-11.

Investment in CBFVA Staff
Missions Investment
Formation Experiences
Financial Summary

BUDGET GOAL
October 1, 2017–September 30, 2018

$304,000.00

BUDGET
NUMBERS

BUDGET INCOME
October 1, 2017–September 30, 2018

$311,687.99

A few years ago CBFVA entered
into a covenant agreement

agreement includes a grant of
$250,000 per year from CBF
Global to CBFVA. As you can

see from this chart, CBFVA is

highly dependent on the grant
from CBF for its operating

budget each year. Please note

Interest income

the amount shown from CBF

$720.37
(.23%)

Income From
Churches

$75,274.77

Income From Individuals

$6,526.18

(24.15%)

(2.09%)
Grant from CBF Global

$229,166.67
(73.52%)

INVESTMENT
IN CBFVA STAFF

with CBF Global. Part of this

Global does not include the

final month’s payment impact-

ing the actual percentage of the
total. Members of the CBFVA

Advisory Council met with CBF
leaders in September of this

year about the new normal at
CBF, i.e. gifts from congrega-

tions post Illumination Project.
CBF will likely need to reduce
the grant if gifts to CBF’s

budget decline. In light of this,
CBFVA is building capacity to
engage in fundraising.

CBFVA is a small organization with lofty kingdom goals.
Our ministry is highly relational, so it is not surprising a

large percentage of our annual budget supports our staff
of three: field coordinator, associate coordinator, and
part-time office and communications manager.

For 2017-2018:

•
•
•

57.6% of budget expenses paid staff salaries

1.2% of budget expenses paid FICA for support staff
14.7% of budget expenses paid personnel expenses

(health, dental, and vision insurance and retirement)
•

•

6.2% of the budget expenses enabled staff to travel
across the state on behalf of CBFVA

So, approximately 80% of dollars spent during this
past year enabled our organization to connect in
meaningful ways with clergy, congregations, and
ministry partners.

FORMATION
EXPERIENCES

MISSIONS
INVESTMENTS

•
One cannot think about the work of CBFVA and
not immediately think about missions. Here are

some of the ways in which CBFVA invested mission
dollars this past year:
•

Mission Madness

•

Mission Trailer

•

Mission Immersion

•

Disaster Response

•

Mission Exchange

•

Together for Hope

•

Mission Grants

•

Support Field Personnel

•

Mission Intern

TOTAL

$2,409.14
$57.52

$8,272.85

$1,000.00

$1,440.59
$2,787.02
$5,000.00
$6,000.00

$2,871.24

$29,838.36

NOTE: Not all these funds came from this year’s budget.
For example, efforts to birth a new Together for Hope work
in Southwest Virginia and Mission Grants were funded by
reserves.

•
•
•
•
•

Youth Retreats
$5,212.59

As you can see from this yearin-review, CBFVA was able to accomplish
incredible ministry in 2017–2018 with minimal
financial resources. Your undesignated gifts to CBF
Global and your direct gifts to CBFVA expanded your con-

BTSR Intern
$3,553.80

gregation’s mission portfolio, i.e. your impact outside the local

Student.Church
$3,000.00

• CBFVA finished 2017-2018 in the black (took in more income than

College Student Ministry
$3,031.88
Pastors’ School
$2,500.00

Religious Liberty
Luncheon
$500.00

TOTAL: $17,798.27

church. Make sure you communicate to your folks and
celebrate the tangible, kingdom ministries you made possible
through your church’s gifts to CBFVA. In conclusion:

we spent) allowing us to build our reserves. This was in large part
because of concerted efforts to faithfully steward resources

entrusted to us. Also, our full-time Administrator left and we

moved to a part-time role (28 hours per week). We celebrate that
income from churches and individuals exceeded our budgeted
amount by almost $30,000 this year.

• CBFVA is blessed with healthy reserves for the size of our
organization.

• We encourage you to give directly to CBF Global. Our
budget support is dependent upon strong giving to
CBF Global.

• Consider giving directly to CBFVA. As we increase
capacity to subscribe our annual budget, we
can become less dependent on the grant
from CBF Global.

